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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 184 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.The year is 2020 when Professor Felix
Schwartz, your typical, garden variety, liberal college professor, steps out in front of a Mack truck
and the lights go out. Thirty years pass by, all the while Schwartz remains a walking vegetable and
ward of the state. By 2050 the country has gone through some changes thanks to a dramatic shift
in the makeup in the countrys populace giving liberals (referred to as assclowns, moonbats,
goofnads, or asshats) control over Washington. In that thirty years the country becomes the
veritable paradise moonbats have long sought to create, but more resembling a third-world,
banana republic where English is replaced by twenty-five variations of gang slang, no one gets
beyond third grade, rioting and something resembling football with hockey sticks are the national
pastimes. There is now a Forever President, welfare moms have replaced small business, corn is the
cornerstone of industry, and people drive around in either battery-powered, bubble cars, or Latino
lowriders. While nonthinking, Schwartz is led around on a doggie leash, has become something
called a pinball, has names ranging from...
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Reviews
Here is the finest publication i have read through until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily can get a
pleasure of studying a created publication.
-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mr s. Chelsea Hintz
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